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Legal disclaimer
Alibaba Cloud reminds you t o carefully read and fully underst and t he t erms and condit ions of t his legal
disclaimer before you read or use t his document . If you have read or used t his document , it  shall be deemed
as your t ot al accept ance of t his legal disclaimer.

1. You shall download and obt ain t his document  from t he Alibaba Cloud websit e or ot her Alibaba Cloud-
aut horized channels, and use t his document  for your own legal business act ivit ies only. The cont ent  of
t his document  is considered confident ial informat ion of Alibaba Cloud. You shall st rict ly abide by t he
confident ialit y obligat ions. No part  of t his document  shall be disclosed or provided t o any t hird part y for
use wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of Alibaba Cloud.

2. No part  of t his document  shall be excerpt ed, t ranslat ed, reproduced, t ransmit t ed, or disseminat ed by
any organizat ion, company or individual in any form or by any means wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud.

3. The cont ent  of t his document  may be changed because of product  version upgrade, adjust ment , or
ot her reasons. Alibaba Cloud reserves t he right  t o modify t he cont ent  of t his document  wit hout  not ice
and an updat ed version of t his document  will be released t hrough Alibaba Cloud-aut horized channels
from t ime t o t ime. You should pay at t ent ion t o t he version changes of t his document  as t hey occur and
download and obt ain t he most  up-t o-dat e version of t his document  from Alibaba Cloud-aut horized
channels.

4. This document  serves only as a reference guide for your use of Alibaba Cloud product s and services.
Alibaba Cloud provides t his document  based on t he "st at us quo", "being defect ive", and "exist ing
funct ions" of it s product s and services. Alibaba Cloud makes every effort  t o provide relevant  operat ional
guidance based on exist ing t echnologies. However, Alibaba Cloud hereby makes a clear st at ement  t hat
it  in no way guarant ees t he accuracy, int egrit y, applicabilit y, and reliabilit y of t he cont ent  of t his
document , eit her explicit ly or implicit ly. Alibaba Cloud shall not  t ake legal responsibilit y for any errors or
lost  profit s incurred by any organizat ion, company, or individual arising from download, use, or t rust  in
t his document . Alibaba Cloud shall not , under any circumst ances, t ake responsibilit y for any indirect ,
consequent ial, punit ive, cont ingent , special, or punit ive damages, including lost  profit s arising from t he
use or t rust  in t his document  (even if Alibaba Cloud has been not ified of t he possibilit y of such a loss).

5. By law, all t he cont ent s in Alibaba Cloud document s, including but  not  limit ed t o pict ures, archit ect ure
design, page layout , and t ext  descript ion, are int ellect ual propert y of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es. This int ellect ual propert y includes, but  is not  limit ed t o, t rademark right s, pat ent  right s,
copyright s, and t rade secret s. No part  of t his document  shall be used, modified, reproduced, publicly
t ransmit t ed, changed, disseminat ed, dist ribut ed, or published wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud shall not  be used, published, or
reproduced for market ing, advert ising, promot ion, or ot her purposes wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud include, but  are not  limit ed t o, "Alibaba Cloud",
"Aliyun", "HiChina", and ot her brands of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es, which appear separat ely or in
combinat ion, as well as t he auxiliary signs and pat t erns of t he preceding brands, or anyt hing similar t o
t he company names, t rade names, t rademarks, product  or service names, domain names, pat t erns,
logos, marks, signs, or special descript ions t hat  t hird part ies ident ify as Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es.

6. Please direct ly cont act  Alibaba Cloud for any errors of t his document .
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Document conventions
St yleSt yle Descript ionDescript ion ExampleExample

 DangerDanger
A danger notice indicates a situation that
will cause major system changes, faults,
physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Danger:Danger:

Resetting will result  in the loss of user
configuration data.

 WarningWarning
A warning notice indicates a situation
that may cause major system changes,
faults, physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Warning:Warning:

Restarting will cause business
interruption. About 10 minutes are
required to restart an instance.

 Not iceNot ice
A caution notice indicates warning
information, supplementary instructions,
and other content that the user must
understand.

 Not ice:Not ice:

If the weight is set to 0, the server no
longer receives new requests.

 Not eNot e
A note indicates supplemental
instructions, best practices, t ips, and
other content.

 Not e:Not e:

You can use Ctrl + A to select all files.

>
Closing angle brackets are used to
indicate a multi-level menu cascade.

Click Set t ingsSet t ings > Net workNet work> Set  net workSet  net work
t ypet ype.

BoldBold
Bold formatting is used for buttons ,
menus, page names, and other UI
elements.

Click OKOK.

Courier font Courier font is used for commands
Run the cd /d C:/window  command to
enter the Windows system folder.

Italic Italic formatting is used for parameters
and variables.

bae log list  --instanceid

Instance_ID

[] or [a|b]
This format is used for an optional value,
where only one item can be selected.

ipconfig [-all|-t]

{} or {a|b}
This format is used for a required value,
where only one item can be selected.

switch {active|stand}
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This topic provides answers to commonly asked questions about Auto Scaling billing.

Do I need to pay for Auto Scaling?

Why are all my ECS instances released immediately after a payment in my account becomes overdue?

Am I st ill charged for ECS instances in a scaling group after the scaling group is disabled?

Do I need to pay for Auto Scaling?Do I need to pay for Auto Scaling?
Auto Scaling is free of charge. For example, you are not charged for act ivating Auto Scaling or creating
scaling groups. However, you must pay for the resources of other Alibaba Cloud services used in Auto
Scaling, such as Elast ic Compute Service (ECS), Server Load Balancer (SLB), and ApsaraDB for RDS
instances.

Why are all my ECS instances released immediately after a paymentWhy are all my ECS instances released immediately after a payment
in my account becomes overdue?in my account becomes overdue?
Auto Scaling performs health checks on ECS instances. If  an ECS instance is not in the running state,
Auto Scaling considers the instance to be unhealthy. Auto Scaling automatically removes the unhealthy
instance from the scaling group, or even releases it . For more information, see ECS instance lifecycle.

If  you have overdue payments in your account, pay-as-you-go and preemptible instances will be
stopped. Auto Scaling considers stopped ECS instances to be unhealthy, and will remove and release
these instances.

Warning Warning Make sure that you have sufficient  balance in your account. For information about
status changes of ECS instances with overdue payments, see 欠费说明.

Am I still charged for ECS instances in a scaling group after theAm I still charged for ECS instances in a scaling group after the
scaling group is disabled?scaling group is disabled?
Yes, you are st ill charged for the ECS instances in a scaling group after the scaling group is disabled. You
are charged not for the scaling group but for the ECS instances in the scaling group. If  ECS instances st ill
exist  in the disabled scaling group, you must continue to pay for these instances.

1.FAQ about Auto Scaling billing1.FAQ about Auto Scaling billing
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This topic provides answers to commonly asked questions about scaling groups.

FAQ about scaling group configurations

Must Auto Scaling be used with Alibaba Cloud services such as SLB, Cloud Monitor, and RDS?

How many ECS instances can I add to a scaling group?

Can I add exist ing ECS instances to a scaling group?

Can I add exist ing subscript ion ECS instances to a scaling group?

Can I add an ECS instance to mult iple scaling groups?

Can I control how Auto Scaling removes ECS instances from a scaling group?

After I disable a scaling group, does Auto Scaling release ECS instances that are automatically
added to the scaling group?

FAQ about scaling configurations

Can I specify mult iple ECS instance types for a scaling configuration?

Can I configure 8-core or 16-core ECS instances for a scaling group?

How do I set  the capacity of data disks for ECS instances that are automatically created by Auto
Scaling?

If Auto Scaling uses images from Alibaba Cloud Marketplace to create ECS instances, how do I make
sure that the ECS instances can be created?

Can I buy mult iple images from Alibaba Cloud Marketplace at  a t ime?

If Alibaba Cloud Marketplace no longer provides an image that is used to create ECS instances in
Auto Scaling, how do I make sure that ECS instances can be created with the image?

Why is an error of unsupported Alibaba Cloud Marketplace images returned when Auto Scaling
creates an ECS instance?

Can images of different regions use the same product code?

I purchased 100 images with the same product code. Can I use them in any region?

FAQ about scaling act ivit ies

What information do I need to provide when I submit  a t icket  about Auto Scaling?

Why is a resource error returned when Auto Scaling creates an ECS instance?

How do I avoid scale-out failures due to insufficient  inventory of an instance type?

Why is an ECS instance for which I enabled release protect ion automatically released from a scaling
group?

How do I prevent Auto Scaling from automatically releasing an ECS instance that I manually added
to a scaling group?

When Auto Scaling automatically adds or removes ECS instances to or from a scaling group, does
Auto Scaling automatically add or remove the IP addresses of the ECS instances to or from the
whitelists of the RDS instances or ApsaraDB for Memcache instances associated with the scaling
group?

How do I prevent Auto Scaling from automatically removing an ECS instance that I manually added
to a scaling group?

After ECS instances are removed from scaling groups and released, is the data of the ECS instances
retained?

2.FAQ about scaling groups2.FAQ about scaling groups
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How do I delete ECS instances that are automatically created by Auto Scaling in a scaling group?

When Auto Scaling automatically creates mult iple ECS instances, will Auto Scaling attempt to
recreate instances that fail to be created?

FAQ about ECS instances in scaling groups

For an ECS instance that is automatically created by Auto Scaling, how do I obtain its password
and log on to it?

Why am I unable to use the password set  in the custom image to log on to an ECS instance that is
automatically created by Auto Scaling?

How do I synchronize data to ECS instances in a scaling group?

Why is IP Address 127.0.0.1 deleted from the /etc/hosts file of ECS instances that are
automatically created by Auto Scaling?

FAQ about SLB instances associated with scaling groups

What does an SLB instance do after it  is associated with a scaling group?

How do SLB instances work with scaling groups?

After an ECS instance is added to a scaling group, does Auto Scaling automatically add the ECS
instance to an SLB instance as a backend server?

Can Auto Scaling add an automatically created ECS instance to mult iple SLB instances as a backend
server?

After an ECS instance is added to an SLB instance as a backend server, can I change the weight of
the ECS instance?

After I associate a public SLB instance with a scaling group, do I need to set  the public bandwidth
for ECS instances when I create a scaling configuration for the scaling group?

Why is a health check error about the SLB instance returned when I create a scaling group?

How does an SLB instance determine whether a newly created ECS instance can process requests?

Why does the t imeout period of a Layer-7 HTTP listener of an SLB instance exceed 60 seconds?

FAQ about RDS instances associated with scaling groups

What does an RDS instance do after it  is associated with a scaling group?

How do RDS instances work with scaling groups?

Must Auto Scaling be used with Alibaba Cloud services such as SLB,Must Auto Scaling be used with Alibaba Cloud services such as SLB,
Cloud Monitor, and RDS?Cloud Monitor, and RDS?
No, Auto Scaling is an open and flexible service and can be used alone without the need to combine
Server Load Balancer (SLB), ApsaraDB RDS (RDS), or Cloud Monitor. We recommend that you use Auto
Scaling with these Alibaba Cloud services to improve performance. You can deploy Auto Scaling with
SLB or RDS and use Cloud Monitor to trigger scaling act ivit ies in Auto Scaling. For information about
these Alibaba Cloud services, see the following topics:

SLB: What is CLB?

RDS: What is ApsaraDB RDS?

Cloud Monitor: Event-triggered task overview

How many ECS instances can I add to a scaling group?How many ECS instances can I add to a scaling group?
For information about the limits related to Auto Scaling, see 使用限制.
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Can I add existing ECS instances to a scaling group?Can I add existing ECS instances to a scaling group?
Yes, you can add exist ing ECS instances to a scaling group. Make sure that the ECS instances meet the
following condit ions:

The ECS instances and the scaling group must be in the same region. For more information, see
Regions and zones.

The ECS instances are in the RunningRunning state. For more information, see Instance lifecycle.

The ECS instances are not added to other scaling groups.

Can I add existing subscription ECS instances to a scaling group?Can I add existing subscription ECS instances to a scaling group?
Yes, you can add exist ing subscript ion or pay-as-you-go instances to a scaling group. You can add
exist ing ECS instances to a scaling group, including subscript ion and pay-as-you-go instances.
Addit ionally, Auto Scaling can automatically create pay-as-you-go and preemptible instances.

Can I add an ECS instance to multiple scaling groups?Can I add an ECS instance to multiple scaling groups?
No, you can add an ECS instance only to a single scaling group.

Can I control how Auto Scaling removes ECS instances from a scalingCan I control how Auto Scaling removes ECS instances from a scaling
group?group?
Yes, you can control how Auto Scaling removes ECS instances from a scaling group. You can set  a
removal policy for a scaling group to preferentially remove the ECS instances created based on the
Earliest  Instance Created Using Scaling Configuration, Earliest  Created Instance, or Most Recent Created
Instance option. For more information, see Create a scaling group.

After I disable a scaling group, does Auto Scaling release ECSAfter I disable a scaling group, does Auto Scaling release ECS
instances that are automatically added to the scaling group?instances that are automatically added to the scaling group?
No, Auto Scaling does not automatically release ECS instances after you disable a scaling group by
using the Auto Scaling console or calling an API operation. For more information, see Disable a scaling
group.

Can I specify multiple ECS instance types for a scaling configuration?Can I specify multiple ECS instance types for a scaling configuration?
Yes, you can specify mult iple ECS instance types for a scaling configuration. This increases the success
rate of creating ECS instances. However, make sure that the number of ECS instance types specified for
a scaling configuration does not exceed the upper limit . For more information, see 使用限制.

Can I configure 8-core or 16-core ECS instances for a scaling group?Can I configure 8-core or 16-core ECS instances for a scaling group?
Yes, you can configure 8-core or 16-core ECS instances for a scaling group. If  the current available
instance types cannot meet your requirements,submit  a t icket  to request  the use of more ECS instance
types.

How do I set the capacity of data disks for ECS instances that areHow do I set the capacity of data disks for ECS instances that are
automatically created by Auto Scaling?automatically created by Auto Scaling?
You can specify the capacity of data disks in the Storage sect ion when you create a scaling
configuration. For more information, see Create a scaling configuration (Elastic Compute Service).
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If Auto Scaling uses images from Alibaba Cloud Marketplace toIf Auto Scaling uses images from Alibaba Cloud Marketplace to
create ECS instances, how do I make sure that the ECS instances cancreate ECS instances, how do I make sure that the ECS instances can
be created?be created?
If  you want Auto Scaling to create N instances that use the same Alibaba Cloud Marketplace image, you
must purchase the image N t imes from Alibaba Cloud Marketplace in advance.

Can I buy multiple images from Alibaba Cloud Marketplace at aCan I buy multiple images from Alibaba Cloud Marketplace at a
time?time?
No, you can buy only a single image from Alibaba Cloud Marketplace at  a t ime.

If Alibaba Cloud Marketplace no longer provides an image that isIf Alibaba Cloud Marketplace no longer provides an image that is
used to create ECS instances in Auto Scaling, how do I make sureused to create ECS instances in Auto Scaling, how do I make sure
that ECS instances can be created with the image?that ECS instances can be created with the image?
We recommend that you use other images available in Alibaba Cloud Marketplace.

Why is an error of unsupported Alibaba Cloud Marketplace imagesWhy is an error of unsupported Alibaba Cloud Marketplace images
returned when Auto Scaling creates an ECS instance?returned when Auto Scaling creates an ECS instance?
If  you specify an Alibaba Cloud Marketplace image that you have not purchased in the scaling
configuration, the following error is returned when an ECS instance is created based on the scaling
configuration: 
 Fail to create Instance into scaling group("The specified image is from the image market. 
You have not bought it or your quota has been exceeded."). 

Auto Scaling cannot create ECS instances by using Alibaba Cloud Marketplace images that you have not
purchased. To use Alibaba Cloud Marketplace images to create ECS instances in Auto Scaling, you must
purchase the images from Alibaba Cloud Marketplace in advance.

Can images of different regions use the same product code?Can images of different regions use the same product code?
Yes, images of different regions can use the same product code as long as the images are supported in
the regions.

I purchased 100 images with the same product code. Can I use themI purchased 100 images with the same product code. Can I use them
in any region?in any region?
No, you cannot use an image in all regions. Alibaba Cloud Marketplace images are region-specific. If  you
want to use an image in a specific region, purchase the image for that region.

What information do I need to provide when I submit a t icket aboutWhat information do I need to provide when I submit a t icket about
Auto Scaling?Auto Scaling?
When you submit  a t icket, provide the ID of the scaling act ivity or relevant logs to facilitate
troubleshooting. The ID of a scaling act ivity is specified by the ScalingActivityId parameter.

For information about how to query scaling act ivit ies, see View the details of a scaling activity.

Why is a resource error returned when Auto Scaling creates an ECSWhy is a resource error returned when Auto Scaling creates an ECS
instance?instance?

Aut o Scaling FAQ··FAQ about  scaling groups
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If  the following errors are returned, ECS resources may be insufficient. We recommend that you change
the zone for the scaling group and try again. 
 Fail to create Instance into scaling group("The resource is out of usage".). 

 Fail to create Instance into scaling group(The specified region is in resource control, 
please try later."). 

How do I avoid scale-out failures due to insufficient inventory of anHow do I avoid scale-out failures due to insufficient inventory of an
instance type?instance type?
When you create a scaling group, specify mult iple zones by select ing vSwitches in different zones.
When you create a scaling configuration for the scaling group, select  mult iple ECS instance types. Then,
if  an instance type is unavailable in one zone, Auto Scaling automatically selects another instance type
with sufficient  inventory in that zone. If  all instance types are unavailable in that zone, Auto Scaling
switches to another zone. For more information, see Create a scaling group and Create a scaling
configuration (Elastic Compute Service).

Why is an ECS instance for which I enabled release protectionWhy is an ECS instance for which I enabled release protection
automatically released from a scaling group?automatically released from a scaling group?
Auto Scaling can automatically release an ECS instance created during a scale-out event even if  you
enabled release protect ion by using the ECS console or calling the ModifyInstanceAttribute operation.

To prevent an ECS instance from being automatically released, you must put the ECS instance into the
protected state. For more information, see Put an ECS instance into the Protected state.

How do I prevent Auto Scaling from automatically releasing an ECSHow do I prevent Auto Scaling from automatically releasing an ECS
instance that I manually added to a scaling group?instance that I manually added to a scaling group?
To prevent an ECS instance from being automatically released, you must put the ECS instance into the
protected state. For more information, see Put an ECS instance into the Protected state.

When Auto Scaling automatically adds or removes ECS instances toWhen Auto Scaling automatically adds or removes ECS instances to
or from a scaling group, does Auto Scaling automatically add oror from a scaling group, does Auto Scaling automatically add or
remove the IP addresses of the ECS instances to or from theremove the IP addresses of the ECS instances to or from the
whitelists of the RDS instances or ApsaraDB for Memcache instanceswhitelists of the RDS instances or ApsaraDB for Memcache instances
associated with the scaling group?associated with the scaling group?
Auto Scaling can automatically add or remove the IP addresses of ECS instances to or from the
whitelists of RDS instances, but not the ApsaraDB for Memcache instances.

How do I prevent Auto Scaling from automatically removing an ECSHow do I prevent Auto Scaling from automatically removing an ECS
instance that I manually added to a scaling group?instance that I manually added to a scaling group?
Assume that you want to prevent Auto Scaling from automatically removing the 100 ECS instances that
you manually added to a scaling group. Perform the following operations to configure the scaling
group:

Set the minimum number of ECS instances in the scaling group to a value greater than or equal to
100.

Set  the removal policy to Earliest  Inst ance Creat ed Using Scaling Conf igurat ionEarliest  Inst ance Creat ed Using Scaling Conf igurat ion for the first
step.

FAQ··FAQ about  scaling groups Aut o Scaling
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Manually added ECS instances are not created based on scaling configurations. Therefore, the
preceding sett ings ensure that Auto Scaling preferentially selects, removes, and releases automatically
created ECS instances. Auto Scaling selects and removes manually added ECS instances only after all
automatically created ECS instances are removed. When Auto Scaling removes a manually created ECS
instance, Auto Scaling does not release the ECS instance.

Not e Not e To prevent Auto Scaling from automatically removing a manually added ECS instance,
do not stop the ECS instance. If  the ECS instance is stopped, Auto Scaling considers that the ECS
instance is unhealthy and automatically removes it .

After ECS instances are removed from scaling groups and released,After ECS instances are removed from scaling groups and released,
is the data of the ECS instances retained?is the data of the ECS instances retained?
No, Auto Scaling does not retain any data of ECS instances after the instances are removed and
released. Therefore, do not store application status information or important data, such as sessions,
databases, and logs, on ECS instances that belong to a scaling group. If  the status information of your
applications must be stored, we recommend that you store the status information on an independent
state server or in a database or service. For example, you can store the status information on an
independent ECS instance, in RDS, or in Log Service.

How do I delete ECS instances that are automatically created byHow do I delete ECS instances that are automatically created by
Auto Scaling in a scaling group?Auto Scaling in a scaling group?
Log on to the Auto Scaling console, f ind the ECS instances that you want to delete, and then delete
them. For more information, see Manually remove or delete an ECS instance.

When Auto Scaling automatically creates multiple ECS instances, willWhen Auto Scaling automatically creates multiple ECS instances, will
Auto Scaling attempt to recreate instances that fail to be created?Auto Scaling attempt to recreate instances that fail to be created?
No, Auto Scaling will not  attempt to recreate instances that fail to be created. Auto Scaling does not
guarantee that all ECS instances are created in a scaling act ivity. If  some instances fail to be created
during a scaling act ivity, Auto Scaling considers that the scaling act ivity is complete without attempting
to recreate the failed instances. You can view the status of a scaling act ivity in the Auto Scaling
console. For more information, see View the details of a scaling activity.
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Assume that Auto Scaling attempts to automatically create 20 ECS instances. 19 instances are created,
and one instance fails to be created. Then, Auto Scaling adds the 19 created instances to the scaling
group but does not attempt to recreate the failed one. The scaling act ivity is complete but is in the
WarningWarning state.

For an ECS instance that is automatically created by Auto Scaling,For an ECS instance that is automatically created by Auto Scaling,
how do I obtain its password and log on to it?how do I obtain its password and log on to it?
If  the ECS instance is a Linux instance and a Secure Shell (SSH) key pair is set  in the scaling configuration
for creating the ECS instance, you can use the SSH key pair to log on to the ECS instance. Auto Scaling
does not allow you to set  a unified password for automatically created ECS instances. For Linux ECS
instances, we recommend that you set  an SSH key pair in the scaling configuration.

If  you do not set  an SSH key pair in the scaling configuration, you must reset  the password for the ECS
instance in the ECS console. The new password takes effect  after the ECS instance is restarted. Then,
you can use the new password to log on to the ECS instance.

Why am I unable to use the password set in the custom image to logWhy am I unable to use the password set in the custom image to log
on to an ECS instance that is automatically created by Auto Scaling?on to an ECS instance that is automatically created by Auto Scaling?
For security reasons, Auto Scaling does not use the password set  in the custom image as the logon
password of automatically created ECS instances. We recommend that you set  an SSH key pair in the
scaling configuration for creating an ECS instance. Then, you can use the SSH key pair to log on to the
ECS instance.

If  you do not set  an SSH key pair in the scaling configuration, you must reset  the password for the ECS
instance in the ECS console. The new password takes effect  after the ECS instance is restarted. Then,
you can use the new password to log on to the ECS instance.

How do I synchronize data to ECS instances in a scaling group?How do I synchronize data to ECS instances in a scaling group?
You can configure a custom image in the scaling configuration for creating ECS instances. In this way,
you can pass custom data to the created ECS instances. To synchronize data to or from a running ECS
instance, we recommend that you install rsync on the ECS instance and use rsync to transfer data.

Why is IP Address 127.0.0.1 deleted from the Why is IP Address 127.0.0.1 deleted from the /etc/hosts/etc/hosts file of ECS file of ECS
instances that are automatically created by Auto Scaling?instances that are automatically created by Auto Scaling?

FAQ··FAQ about  scaling groups Aut o Scaling
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If  you use a custom image where the /etc/hosts file is modified to create ECS instances, the file is
restored to default  sett ings when Auto Scaling automatically creates ECS instances from the custom
image. Therefore, your modificat ions to the /etc/hosts file are lost. To retain the modificat ions to the
/etc/hosts file, add a script  to the rc.local f ile to check whether the corresponding information exists in
the /etc/hosts file and add the information if  the information does not exist .

What does an SLB instance do after it  is associated with a scalingWhat does an SLB instance do after it  is associated with a scaling
group?group?
The SLB instance forwards traffic to ECS instances in the scaling group based on the routing method. By
associat ing an SLB instance with a scaling group, you can improve the performance and availability of
your applications. For more information about SLB, see What is CLB?.

How do SLB instances work with scaling groups?How do SLB instances work with scaling groups?
You can specify an SLB instance for one or more scaling groups. Then, Auto Scaling automatically adds
ECS instances in the scaling groups to the SLB instance as backend servers. By default , the weight of an
ECS instance added to an SLB instance as a backend server is 50. For more information about SLB
backend servers, see Add a default backend server.

After an ECS instance is added to a scaling group, does Auto ScalingAfter an ECS instance is added to a scaling group, does Auto Scaling
automatically add the ECS instance to an SLB instance as a backendautomatically add the ECS instance to an SLB instance as a backend
server?server?
Yes, Auto Scaling automatically adds the ECS instance as a backend server to the SLB instance
associated with the scaling group. You must associate the SLB instance with the scaling group in
advance.

Can Auto Scaling add an automatically created ECS instance toCan Auto Scaling add an automatically created ECS instance to
multiple SLB instances as a backend server?multiple SLB instances as a backend server?
Yes, Auto Scaling can add an automatically created ECS instance to mult iple SLB instances associated
with the scaling group. Only a limited number of SLB instances can be associated with a scaling group.
For more information, see 使用限制.

If  you want to associate more SLB instances with a scaling group,submit  a t icket.

After an ECS instance is added to an SLB instance as a backendAfter an ECS instance is added to an SLB instance as a backend
server, can I change the weight of the ECS instance?server, can I change the weight of the ECS instance?
Yes, you can change the weight of an ECS instance after it  is added to an SLB instance as a backend
server. For more information, see Change the weight of a backend server.

An SLB instance balances loads among its backend servers based on the rat io of their weights, instead
of the weight values. Assume that you have two ECS instances and their weights are both 50. If  you
change both the weights to 100, the SLB instance balances loads among the two ECS instances in the
same way. This is because the weight rat io remains unchanged and is st ill 1:1. Typically, ECS instances in
a scaling group provide the same service and are of the same instance type. Therefore, their weights
are the same. By default , the weight of an ECS instance added to an SLB instance as a backend server is
50.

Aut o Scaling FAQ··FAQ about  scaling groups
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After I associate a public SLB instance with a scaling group, do IAfter I associate a public SLB instance with a scaling group, do I
need to set the public bandwidth for ECS instances when I create aneed to set the public bandwidth for ECS instances when I create a
scaling configuration for the scaling group?scaling configuration for the scaling group?
No, public bandwidth is an optional sett ing for ECS instances. However, we recommend that you set
the public bandwidth to at  least  1 Mbit/s when you create a scaling configuration. This facilitates the
management of ECS instances.

Why is a health check error about the SLB instance returned when IWhy is a health check error about the SLB instance returned when I
create a scaling group?create a scaling group?
The following error is returned if  health check is disabled for the SLB instance:

The current health check type of load balancer "xxxx" does not support this action.

Make sure that health check is enabled for SLB instances that are associated with scaling groups. For
more information, see Configure health checks.

How does an SLB instance determine whether a newly created ECSHow does an SLB instance determine whether a newly created ECS
instance can process requests?instance can process requests?
After a newly created ECS instance is added to a scaling group, the SLB instance associated with the
scaling group checks whether the corresponding ports on the ECS instance can respond to requests.
The SLB instance forwards requests to the new ECS instance only when the ports on the ECS instance
can respond to requests.

Why does the t imeout period of a Layer-7 HTTP listener of an SLBWhy does the t imeout period of a Layer-7 HTTP listener of an SLB
instance exceed 60 seconds?instance exceed 60 seconds?
Problem: The t imeout period of an HTTP listener is about 60 seconds on an SLB instance. However, the
timeout period exceeds 60 seconds for all HTTP requests, or the SLB instance directly returns a 504 error
code for an HTTP request.

Cause: You can set  the t imeout period of an HTTP listener to make sure that an HTTP request  is
responded within the specified period. However, the total t imeout period depends on the number of
ECS instances configured for the SLB instance.

If  an HTTP request  t imes out on the first  ECS instance, the SLB instance forwards the HTTP request  to
the second ECS instance. The same rule applies to the remaining ECS instances until all ECS instances are
polled or until the request  is processed by an ECS instance. Assume that three ECS instances are added
as backend servers to an SLB instance. The total HTTP t imeout period reaches about 180 seconds.

Other services may also affect  the HTTP t imeout period of an SLB instance. We recommend that you do
not rely on the HTTP t imeout period configured on the SLB instance to monitor the processing of HTTP
requests. Instead, we recommend that you configure the t imeout period in applications deployed on
ECS instances.

What does an RDS instance do after it  is associated with a scalingWhat does an RDS instance do after it  is associated with a scaling
group?group?
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RDS is a stable, reliable, and scalable online database service. By associat ing an RDS instance with a
scaling group, you can back up data of the scaling group to the RDS instance based on custom backup
policies. This improves the security and reliability of the data and allows you to restore the data when it
is deleted by mistake. For more information about RDS, see What is ApsaraDB RDS?.

How do RDS instances work with scaling groups?How do RDS instances work with scaling groups?
After an RDS instance is associated with a scaling group, Auto Scaling automatically adds the internal IP
addresses of newly created ECS instances in the scaling group to the whitelist  of the RDS instance. This
allows the ECS instances to access the RDS instance over the internal network. You can associate
mult iple RDS instances with a scaling group. For more information about whitelists of RDS instances, see
Use a database client or the CLI to connect to an ApsaraDB RDS for MySQL instance.
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This topic provides answers to commonly asked questions about event-triggered tasks and scheduled
tasks.

Can I create tasks that are executed periodically?

What condit ions are used by event-triggered tasks to trigger scaling act ivit ies?

How do I configure condit ions for event-triggered tasks?

How do I use event-triggered tasks to delete instances created by Auto Scaling?

Does Auto Scaling support  automatic scaling based on custom Cloud Monitor metrics?

Which is priorit ized to be executed: an event-triggered task or a scheduled task?

Does Auto Scaling support  automatic scaling of data disks?

Can I create tasks that are executed periodically?Can I create tasks that are executed periodically?
Yes, you can create scheduled tasks that are executed periodically. For more information, see Create a
scheduled task.

What conditions are used by event-triggered tasks to trigger scalingWhat conditions are used by event-triggered tasks to trigger scaling
activit ies?activit ies?
Event-triggered tasks can trigger scaling act ivit ies based on Cloud Monitor metrics such as the CPU
utilizat ion, memory usage, average system load, and inbound or outbound traffic.

How do I configure conditions for event-triggered tasks?How do I configure conditions for event-triggered tasks?
Before you configure condit ions for event-triggered tasks, you must install the latest  version of Cloud
Monitor on your Elast ic Compute Service (ECS) instances. For more information, see Install the Cloud
Monitor Java agent.

Then, you can select  required condit ions when you create event-triggered tasks. For more information,
see Create an event-triggered task.

How do I use event-triggered tasks to delete instances created byHow do I use event-triggered tasks to delete instances created by
Auto Scaling?Auto Scaling?
To use an event-triggered task to delete instances created by Auto Scaling, set  the trigger rule of the
event-triggered task to a rule that deletes instances created by Auto Scaling. For more information, see
Create a scaling rule and Create an event-triggered task.

Does Auto Scaling support automatic scaling based on custom CloudDoes Auto Scaling support automatic scaling based on custom Cloud
Monitor metrics?Monitor metrics?
Yes, Auto Scaling can scale ECS instances based on custom Cloud Monitor metrics. For more information,
see Custom monitoring event-triggered tasks.

Which is priorit ized to be executed: an event-triggered task or aWhich is priorit ized to be executed: an event-triggered task or a
scheduled task?scheduled task?

3.FAQ about event-triggered tasks3.FAQ about event-triggered tasks
and scheduled tasksand scheduled tasks
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Event-triggered tasks and scheduled tasks cannot be triggered at  the same t ime. They are independent
of each other and are not priorit ized over each other.

If  an event-triggered task is rejected and the trigger condit ions are st ill met, the event-triggered task is
executed after the current scaling act ivity is complete.

You can set  the Retry Interval parameter for a scheduled task. This ensures that the scheduled task can
be triggered again after it  is rejected. For more information, see Create a scheduled task.

Does Auto Scaling support automatic scaling of data disks?Does Auto Scaling support automatic scaling of data disks?
No, Auto Scaling does not support  automatic scaling of data disks. Auto Scaling can automatically
increase or decrease the number of ECS instances in a scaling group. Auto Scaling cannot automatically
increase or decrease the number or sizes of data disks on an ECS instance.
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